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Abstract—Teacher performance evaluation is an essential task
in the field of education. In recent years, aspect-based sentiment
analysis (ABSA) has emerged as a promising technique for evalu-
ating teaching performance by providing a more nuanced analysis
of student evaluations. This article presents a novel approach for
creating a large-scale dataset for ABSA of teacher performance
evaluation. The dataset was constructed by collecting student
feedback from American International University-Bangladesh
and then labeled by undergraduate-level students into three
sentiment classes: positive, negative, and neutral. The dataset
was carefully cleaned and preprocessed to ensure data quality
and consistency. The final dataset contains over 2,000,000 student
feedback instances related to teacher performance, making it
one of the largest datasets for ABSA of teacher performance
evaluation. This dataset can be used to develop and evaluate
ABSA models for teacher performance evaluation, ultimately
leading to better feedback and improvement for educators. The
results of this study demonstrate the usefulness and effectiveness
of ABSA in evaluating teacher performance and highlight the
importance of creating high-quality datasets for this task.

Index Terms—Sentiment analysis dataset, Aspect based senti-
ment analysis, NLP, Data processing, Data preparation

I. INTRODUCTION

AS educational institutions strive to enhance the quality
of teaching, and the evaluation of teacher performance

using objective and reliable measures has become increasingly
important [1]. One such measure is sentiment analysis, which
employs natural language processing and machine learning
algorithms to examine the opinions and emotions expressed
in text[2], [3].

Aspect-based sentiment analysis (ABSA) is a subfield of
sentiment analysis that focuses on identifying and analyzing
the sentiment associated with specific aspects or features of a
product or service [4]. In the context of teacher performance
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evaluation, ABSA can be utilized to identify the strengths and
weaknesses of teachers in particular areas such as classroom
management, student engagement, and content delivery.

However, the lack of suitable datasets presents a significant
challenge in implementing ABSA for teacher performance
evaluation [5]. A high-quality dataset is crucial for training
machine learning models that can accurately identify and clas-
sify sentiments associated with specific aspects of teaching.
The accuracy of ABSA models is likely low without a high-
quality dataset, leading to unreliable evaluations of teacher
performance [6], [7], [8], [9].

A good dataset for ABSA in teacher performance evaluation
has many advantages. Firstly, it allows for more objective
and reliable evaluations of teacher performance, reducing the
influence of subjective biases that may be present in traditional
evaluation methods. Secondly, it permits more detailed and
nuanced evaluations of specific aspects of teaching, providing
valuable insights for enhancing teaching practices. Finally,
it facilitates the development of more sophisticated ABSA
models that can adapt to the unique characteristics of various
educational contexts.

Conversely, the absence of a suitable dataset for ABSA
in teacher performance evaluation can lead to inaccurate
and unreliable evaluations of teacher performance, potentially
resulting in unjust or inequitable outcomes. Additionally, the
lack of a high-quality dataset can impede the development
of ABSA models for teacher performance evaluation, limiting
the potential of sentiment analysis as a tool for improving the
quality of teaching.

This research article addresses the need for a high-quality
dataset for ABSA in teacher performance evaluation by pre-
senting a novel dataset specifically designed for this purpose.
We believe this dataset will benefit educational institutions,
policymakers, and educational researchers, as it provides a
more reliable and objective approach to evaluating teacher
performance. By providing a more accurate assessment of
teaching practices, we believe our research will improve the
quality of education and ultimately benefit society.

This dataset is made publicly available for future research
purposes and can be found at URL: https://doi.org/10.17632/
b2yhc95rnx.

II. LITERATURE REVIEW

The use of sentiment analysis for evaluating teacher perfor-
mance is a relatively new research area, and as such, there is
limited literature on the subject. However, sentiment analysis
has been widely used in other domains such as product reviews
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[10], social media analysis [11], and customer feedback anal-
ysis [12]. Therefore, existing literature on sentiment analysis
can provide insights into the potential benefits and limitations
of using sentiment analysis for teacher performance evaluation.

One of the key advantages of using sentiment analysis
for teacher performance evaluation is its ability to provide
more objective and reliable evaluations of teaching practices.
Traditional evaluation methods such as student surveys or peer
evaluations are often biased and can be influenced by student
expectations, personal relationships, or personal preferences
[13]. In contrast, sentiment analysis provides a more data-
driven approach to evaluating teacher performance, which
reduces the impact of subjective biases [14].

A review of existing literature also reveals the importance of
having a good dataset for sentiment analysis [15], [16], [17],
[18], [19], [6]. A good dataset is critical for training machine
learning models that can accurately identify and classify sen-
timents associated with specific aspects of teaching. Existing
research in sentiment analysis has shown that the accuracy of
machine learning models is highly dependent on the quality
and quantity of the dataset used for training.

However, despite the potential benefits of using sentiment
analysis for teacher performance evaluation, several limitations
and challenges must be considered. Firstly, sentiment analysis
is primarily based on analyzing text data, which may not
capture all aspects of teaching performance, such as non-
verbal communication, body language, or classroom dynam-
ics. Secondly, contextual factors such as students’ cultural
background, the subject matter being taught, and the teaching
methods used can be influenced sentiment analysis. Therefore,
it is important to carefully select the aspects of teaching that
are analyzed using sentiment analysis and to ensure that the
results are interpreted in the appropriate context.

Additionally, the lack of a suitable dataset for sentiment
analysis is a major challenge that needs to be addressed.
Most existing datasets in sentiment analysis are focused on
product reviews or social media analysis, and there are few
datasets specifically designed for analyzing teacher perfor-
mance. Therefore, there is a desperate need to develop new
datasets tailored to the unique characteristics of teacher per-
formance evaluation.

The literature review suggests that sentiment analysis has
the potential to provide more objective and reliable evaluations
of teacher performance. Still, the dataset’s quality for training
machine learning models is critical to its success. Furthermore,
the limitations and challenges associated with sentiment anal-
ysis should be carefully considered when designing evaluation
methods. The development of a novel dataset for aspect-
based sentiment analysis for teacher performance evaluation,
as presented in this article, can provide a valuable contribution
to the existing literature and help overcome some of the
limitations and challenges associated with sentiment analysis
in teacher performance evaluation.

III. DATASET DESCRIPTION AND DEVELOPMENT

This research article presents a novel dataset for aspect-
based sentiment analysis for teacher performance evaluation.

The dataset was collected using manual and automated meth-
ods to ensure high quality and accuracy.

The dataset consists of reviews of teaching performance
written by students from various courses from different disci-
plines, namely, engineering, business, sociology and computer
science. The reviews were collected over the Summer 2003-
2004 semester to the Spring 2021-2022 semester, which is
around 18 years and covers various teaching aspects such
as classroom management, student engagement, and content
delivery.

A three-step process was used to filter out irrelevant or low-
quality reviews to ensure the dataset’s quality. Firstly, reviews
were automatically filtered based on the presence of certain
keywords related to teaching performance. Secondly, human
annotators manually reviewed the filtered reviews to eliminate
any remaining irrelevant or low-quality reviews. Finally, a
second team of human annotators validated the sentiment
assigned by the deep learning-based sentiment analysis model.

Benchmarking datasets is essential for orienting machine
learning communities’ goals and measuring progress in the
field [20], [21], [22]. However, the near-exclusive focus on
boosting benchmark metrics has been criticized from various
angles. Likewise, the current benchmarking culture has been
blamed for stifling the development of innovative ideas [23],
[24]. Datasets that support machine learning are frequently
utilized, shared, and reused with limited visibility into the
decision processes that lead to their formation. As artificial
intelligence systems become more prevalent in high-stakes
jobs, system development, and deployment processes must
evolve to meet the real repercussions of how model develop-
ment data is created and used in practice [25]. This includes
improved transparency regarding data and accountability for
data-development decisions.

The above-mentioned concerns are considered when devel-
oping the dataset for this research. Figure 1 shows the dataset
development process with the necessary steps discussed elab-
orately in the following subsections.

A. Data Collection
Collecting data is a crucial challenge for machine learning

and a widely discussed topic in many communities. This
concern has recently become more critical for two main rea-
sons [26]. First, with the increasing use of machine learning,
new emerging applications may not have enough labeled data
available. Second, unlike conventional machine learning, deep
learning algorithms can automatically create features, which
saves on feature engineering but may require more labeled
data. It is worth noting that due to the importance of managing
large volumes of data, research on data collection also arises
from the data management community in addition to the
machine learning, natural language processing, and computer
vision fields. The primary aspects of data collection include
gathering, categorizing, and improving new data or models.
Data quality is a significant concern when collecting data, as
unstructured data is often acquired without the necessary de-
tails for problem diagnosis [27]. This study collects data from
the virtual university expert system (VUES) of American In-
ternational University-Bangladesh (AIUB), including students’
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Fig. 1: Dataset development methodology

ratings and comments. Each semester’s data is contained in a
single Excel file, and after collecting all the semesters’ data,
they are combined into a single tab-separated value (TSV)
formatted file. The original data collected from the system
contains 22,04,523 rows, which are then cleaned and processed
to ensure data quality in the following phase. Figure 15 in
Appendix shows the structure of the data contained in each
single Microsoft Excel file. The figure depicts an example of
raw data consisting of several rows arranged in a table format.
Each row contains information related to student feedback and
the course they have taken. The columns in the table include
Student Comments, Rating, Course ID, Offered Course ID,
Course Name, Section, and Semester. The Student Comments
column contains comments provided by the students, while
the Rating column contains their ratings. The Course ID and
Offered Course ID columns contain unique identifiers for the
course and its offerings. The Course Name column provides
the name of the course, while the Section column contains
the section number associated with the course. Finally, the
Semester column indicates the semester in which the course
was offered. The information in columns Course ID and
Offered Course ID are removed for anonymity.

B. Data Processing and Cleaning

Data cleaning is crucial in ensuring the dataset is free
of wrong or erroneous data because it is the first stage of
any machine learning activity and one of the most critical
procedures in data analysis. The model’s performance is
determined by the data used to train it, making data preparation
a crucial step in developing the classification model. Reducing
the noise in the data and removing the useless data leads to
the best possible outcome. First, the data set is examined for
null or blank values, and the required actions are taken. The
columns used to train the model are cleaned by removing
any punctuation, HTML tags, special characters, numbers, and
extra whitespace. As we are utilising transformer-based pre-
trained models to train the classifier, we are avoiding typical
text pre-processing approaches such as stop word removal,
stemming, and lemmatization to preserve the semantic con-
tents of the reviews. Before feeding the input to pre-trained

models, the raw data is translated to an appropriate format by
tokenizing each sentence using tokenizers unique to the pre-
trained model. Algorithm 1 presents a step-by-step process to
clean the dataset.

Algorithm 1 Data Cleaning Algorithm

Require: dataset in tsv format
Ensure: cleaned dataset

1: Mount the dataset on Google Drive
2: Import pandas library
3: Read the tsv file using pd.read csv(dataset dir, sep=‘
4: t’)
5: Check the first 2 rows and the size of the dataframe using

head(2) and shape functions
6: Delete all the columns except StudentsComments and

Rating
7: Use strip() function to delete unwanted spaces from the

beginning and end of the StudentComments column
8: Use replace() function to remove multiple special char-

acters like space between words, dot (.), comma (,) to a
single character, and to remove all the special characters
like !, -, ?, @, *, #, $, %

9: Use replace() function to make the empty call null and
delete that row using dropna()

10: Convert all the StudentComments to lower case using
lower() function

11: Delete rows containing “no comment” and/or “no com-
ments”

12: Count the word frequency of all the StudentComments
and store it in a new column named totalwords

13: for each row in the dataframe do
14: if it is a unigram then
15: if the word is not in the wordnet then
16: Delete the row
17: end if
18: end if
19: end for
20: return cleaned dataset

The algorithm begins by mounting the dataset on Google
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Drive and importing the pandas library, which is a popular
library for data manipulation and analysis in Python. It then
reads the TSV file using the pandas function read csv() and
checks the first 2 rows and the size of the dataframe using
head(2) and shape() functions.

The next step is to delete all the columns except for
“StudentsComments” and ”Rating”. It then uses the strip()
function to delete unwanted spaces from the beginning and
end of the“StudentsComments” column. After that, it uses the
replace() function to remove multiple special characters like
space between words, dot (.), comma (,), etc., and to remove
all the special characters like !, -, ?, @, *, #, $, %.

The algorithm then deletes any rows that have empty
comments by replacing the empty cell with null values and
deleting that row using the dropna() function. It also converts
all the comments to lowercase using the lower() function.

It then deletes rows that contain the phrases “no comment”
and/or “no comments”. The algorithm then counts the fre-
quency of words in each comment and stores it in a new
column called “totalwords”.

Next, the algorithm loops through each row in the dataframe
and checks if the comment contains a single word (unigram).
If it is a unigram, it checks if the word is in the WordNet
dictionary. If it is not in the dictionary, the algorithm deletes
the row.

Finally, the cleaned dataset is returned. Overall, this algo-
rithm performs a series of data cleaning operations on a dataset
to improve its quality for analysis.

The above-mentioned steps are followed to perform data
preprocessing and cleaning. A significant amount of noise
reduction can be observed here. Before cleaning the number
of rows was 2,204,522, and after cleaning the number of rows
are 2,007,747 with 381,005 distinct comments which are about
19% of the total data. The count distinct rating is 401. With
this cleaned data, the research advances to the next phases.
Table I provides a summary of the data processing steps taken
and the resulting data sizes after each step. The table includes
two columns, one for the data processing step and one for the
resulting data size.

TABLE I: Summary of Data Processing Steps and Data Sizes

Data Processing Step Data Size
Raw Data 2204522
After Cleaning Null, Blank Values, and Special Characters 2184387
After Cleaning Comments Like No Comment/(s) 2120997
After Removing Meaningless Unigrams 2007747
Final Data Size 2007747

C. Dataset Preparation

The next step in a machine learning project is data prepa-
ration, also known as data curation. This can take a long
time, especially for huge data sets, and involves dealing with
duplicate data, missing data, and other formatting difficulties.
Model training and data storage can be done locally on
hardware or remotely using cloud computing services.

For this study, a new data set is curated from the cleaned
data by checking all rows for sentence and word length. If

the word length is one or two, it is checked whether they are
present in the dictionary or not. If they are present, they are
kept or the line is deleted. Then all ratings are rounded as
floating point scores and are considered as items such as 1,
2, 3, 4, and 5, where 5 is counted as the best quality and 1
as the lowest quality. After that, sentiments are devised from
the rating scores. If the score is less than 3 it is considered
negative, if it is 3 then considered neutral and a score greater
than 3 is considered a positive sentiment. After that, a pre-
trained deep learning-based model namely, cardiffnlp/twitter-
roberta-base-sentiment [28] model is deployed to label all the
StudentCommnets’ sentiment and the sentiment value for each
comment is stored alongside the rating devised sentiment.
After that, the subjectivity and objectivity are calculated for
each comment using the TextBlob [29] library and stored in
a separate column. Next, the token count is performed on
the student comments and the number of tokens or words is
stored in another separate column. After that, the matching
process between the two sentiment columns is done by a
Python script which checks if both columns’ values are the
same or not. If the values are the same it is labeled as
true else as fake. After that the group of human annotators
validated the true and fake labels if they are true or not.
Finally, the IAA scores are calculated using Fleiss’ Kappa for
the labeled dataset. Algorithm 2 presents the steps followed to
prepare the final dataset. Figure 16 in Appendix shows the final
structure of the dataset. The figure displays an example of the
final curated data in a tabular format. It has several columns,
including StudentComments, Rating, totalwords, Sentiment,
sent pretrained, subjectivity, subj-score, and isSame. The Stu-
dentComments column contains comments written by students
about a particular course. The Rating column shows the
corresponding rating given by the student for the same course.
The totalwords column indicates the total number of words
in each student comment. The Sentiment column shows the
sentiment of the comment, which is either negative, neutral, or
positive. The sent pretrained column indicates the sentiment
of the comment predicted by a pre-trained deep learning-based
model. The subjectivity column shows the degree of subjec-
tivity in each comment, and the subj-score column displays
the corresponding score for the degree of subjectivity. Finally,
the isSame column shows whether the sentiment values in the
Sentiment and sent pretrained columns match or not, which
is validated by human annotators.

The following subsection discusses the exploratory data
analysis on the prepared dataset for this study which helps
to understand the data and identify patterns, relationships, and
anomalies.

D. Dataset Overview

Before cleaning, the dataset consisted of 2204522 entries
with 2 properties named studentscomments and rating. After
cleaning the null, blank values, and unnecessary special char-
acters like multiple spaces ( ), dots (.), commas(,), exclamatory
signs (!), hyphens (-), question marks (?), at the rate (@),
asteroids (*), hash (#), dollar signs ($), percentage (%) from
students comments and rating, the dataset had 2184387 entries.
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Algorithm 2 Data Preparation Algorithm

Require: dataset in tsv format
Ensure: processed dataset

1: Mount the dataset on Google Drive
2: Import pandas, TextBlob, and transformers libraries
3: Read the tsv file using pd.read csv (dataset dir, sep=‘tab’)
4: Delete all the columns except StudentsComments and

Rating
5: for each row in the dataframe do
6: if the length of the word is one or two then
7: if the word is not in the dictionary then
8: Delete the row
9: end if

10: end if
11: end for
12: Round all ratings as floating point scores and consider

them as items such as 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, where 5 is considered
as the best quality and 1 as the lowest quality

13: Devises sentiment from the rating scores, where scores
less than 3 are considered negative, 3 as neutral, and
greater than 3 as positive sentiment

14: Deploy pre-trained deep learning-based model named
cardiffnlp/twitter-roberta-base-sentiment [28] to label all
the StudentComments’ sentiment and store the sentiment
value for each comment alongside the rating devised
sentiment

15: Calculate the subjectivity and objectivity for each com-
ment using the TextBlob library and store them in a
separate column

16: Perform token count on the student comments and store
the number of tokens or words in another separate column

17: Match the two sentiment columns using a Python script
that checks if both columns have the same value or not

18: Label the match as true if the values are the same,
otherwise as fake

19: Validate the true and fake labels by a group of human
annotators

20: Calculate the IAA scores using Fleiss’ Kappa for the
labelled dataset

21: return processed dataset

After cleaning comments like no comment/(s), the dataset
became entries with 2120997. After checking if the comments
had meaningful unigram or not. After removing the meaning-
less unigrams, the dataset had 2007747 entries. Fig. 15 and
Fig. 16 in Appendix show the structure of the raw data and
curated final TPE dataset respectively.

E. Exploratory Data Analysis

Exploratory data analysis is significant since it contributes
to the optimization of data. By integrating data analysis into
the model, researchers can find more efficient ways to conduct
their operations and store vast volumes of data. The goal of
data analysis is to provide accurate and trustworthy data. And
filtering missing, uncompleted, and empty data can give more
accuracy in modeling. For these purposes, in this section, the

dataset has been explored deeply to get a better understanding
of the data. The distribution of different feature counts of
ratings by rating number in the cleaned dataset is shown in
Figure 2.

Fig. 2: Total counts of rating in the dataset

An overview of the words used frequently in the student
comments is shown in a word cloud representation in Figure
3. As per the figure, the most commonly used words in
the students’ comments feature are good teacher, good, good
faculty, best teacher, best, teacher, friendly, excellent teacher,
and nice teacher. The ratings and comments are aligned, and
students have been given proper comments and ratings.

Fig. 3: Commonly used words in the student’s comments
feature

The distribution of the number of words per rating in student
comments text is shown in Figure 4. In this figure, it can
be observed that the number of words per rating is slightly
increasing with the increase of the rating point.

The distribution of sentiment classes found in the dataset
using the rating feature is shown in Figure 5. From this figure,
it can be seen that the sentiment classes are categorized into
three classes, positive, neutral and negative. The positive class
has the highest weight, followed by neutral and negative.

Word clouds for different classes (cleaning and pre-trained
sentiment) where frequent phrases can be observed for nega-
tive sentiments categorized by ratings are shown in Figure 6.
As per this figure, frequently used words for negative reviews
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Fig. 4: Number of words per rating

Fig. 5: Distribution of sentiments categorized by rating

were good good, good, good teacher, and understand, which
means students were not giving proper comments with their
ratings. They gave negative or low ratings but wrote positive
comments.

Fig. 6: Frequent phrases observed for negative sentiments by
rating

Frequent phrases observed for negative sentiments catego-
rized by ratings are shown in Figure 7. Same as the students
who provided negative comments, students who commented
neutrally have also given positive comments, but the rating
provided can be categorized as neutral or mid-level.

Finally, the dataset had 2007747 entries with 6 new columns
named totalwords, sentiment, sent pretrained, subjectivity,

Fig. 7: Frequent phrases observed for neutral sentiments by
rating

subj-score, and is same means a total of 8 columns.

In the trained dataset, sent pretained column had students
comments type such as positive, negative, and neutral, and
after creating word clouds for positive, negative, and neutral
comments, we saw,

Positive comments had words like good good, best faculty,
best teacher, good teacher, understand. These are almost the
same as the previous positive word cloud. Still, in new negative
and neutral word clouds, some new words have been seen,
such as bad, answer, need, nothing, question, mark, teaching,
style, slide, problem in negative, and moderate, understanding,
difficult, overall good, example, given, good enough in neutral.
These words are different from previous word clouds and are
aligned with the sent pretained means comments type and
rating.

The significant findings through the analysis of data are
presented throughout this subsection. These outcomes are
crucial for the model development process through which
fraud reviews and ratings will be detected. The following
section presents the statistical analysis of the dataset.
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F. Statistical Analysis

1) Descriptive Statistics: Table II represents descriptive
statistics for the numerical columns ”Rating,” ”totalwords,”
and ”subj-score” of the dataset.

TABLE II: Descriptive Statistics for Numerical Columns

Measure Rating totalwords subj-score
Mean 4.28795 4.76135 0.559776
Median 4.55 2 0.6
Mode 5 1 0.6
Standard Deviation 0.867526 8.17894 0.248453
Range 4 216 1
25th Percentile (Q1) 4 1 0.5
50th Percentile (Median) 4.55 2 0.6
75th Percentile (Q3) 5 5 0.6

The table presents a comprehensive overview of the descrip-
tive statistics calculated for the dataset’s numerical columns.
Descriptive statistics provide valuable insights into the data’s
central tendency, spread, and distribution.

The mean, also known as the average, measures the central
value for each column. For instance, the mean rating is
approximately 4.29, indicating that the average rating given
by students is around 4.29. Similarly, the mean total word
count is approximately 4.76, suggesting that the average
comment length is about 4.76. The mean subjectivity score is
approximately 0.56, which provides insight into the average
subjectivity level of the comments.

The median is another measure of central tendency repre-
senting the middle value when the data is sorted in ascending
order. For example, the median rating is 4.55, indicating that
half of the ratings fall below 4.55 and half are above it. The
median total word count is 2, meaning half of the comments
have a word count less than or equal to 2, and the other half
have word counts greater than or equal to 2. Similarly, the
median subjectivity score is 0.6, reflecting the middle value
of the subjectivity scores.

The mode, the most frequently occurring value, provides
insights into the most common values within each column.
For instance, the mode for ”Rating” and ”subj-score” is 5,
suggesting that 5 is the most common rating and subjectivity
score among the entries. For ”totalwords,” the mode is 1,
indicating that a word count of 1 is the most prevalent.

The standard deviation measures the dispersion of data
points around the mean, providing a sense of how much
the values deviate from the average. A higher standard de-
viation signifies greater variability in the data. For instance,
the standard deviation for ”Rating” is about 0.87, indicating
that the ratings are spread around the mean of 4.29 with a
certain degree of variability. Similarly, the standard deviation
for ”totalwords” is approximately 8.18, indicating a wider
word count spread around the mean of 4.76. The standard
deviation for ”subj-score” is approximately 0.25, suggesting
less variability in subjectivity scores around the mean of 0.56.

The range represents the difference between each column’s
maximum and minimum values. For example, the range for
”Rating” is 4 (from 1 to 5), indicating the full spread of ratings
in the dataset. For ”totalwords,” the range is 216 (the maximum
word count is 216 and the minimum is 1), reflecting the broad

variation in comment lengths. For the ”subj-score,” the range
is 1 (ranging from 0 to 1), showing the complete coverage of
subjectivity scores.

The quartiles (25th, 50th, and 75th percentiles) divide
the data into four equal parts, providing insights into the
distribution across the dataset. The 25th percentile (Q1) for
”Rating” is 4, suggesting that 25% of the ratings are 4 or
below. Similarly, the 25th percentile for “totalwords” is 1,
indicating that a quarter of the comments have a word count of
1 or less. The 25th percentile for “subj-score” is 0.5, showing
the lower 25% of subjectivity scores. The 50th percentile
(median) values are the same as discussed earlier. The 75th

percentile (Q3) values represent the cutoff below which 75%
of the data falls. For example, the 75th percentile for ”Rating”
is 5, indicating that 75% of the ratings are 5 or below, and
for “totalwords,” it is 5, revealing that 75% of the comments
have a word count of 5 or less. Finally, the 75th percentile
for “subj-score” is 0.6, showing the upper 75% of subjectivity
scores.

2) Correlation Analysis: For this dataset the Pearson Cor-
relation analysis is performed on the numerical columns of
the dataset. Table III shows the correlation matrix for all the
numerical columns.

TABLE III: Correlation Matrix

Rating totalwords subj-score
Rating 1.000000 -0.048633 0.113343
totalwords -0.048633 1.000000 -0.022737
subj-score 0.113343 -0.022737 1.000000

This table shows the pairwise Pearson correlation coef-
ficients between three numerical columns: “Rating,” “total-
words,” and “subj-score.” The values in each cell represent
the strength and direction of the linear relationship between
the corresponding pair of columns. The table indicates a
weak negative correlation of approximately -0.0486 between
“Rating” and “totalwords”. This suggests that as the ratings
increase, there is a slight tendency for the total word count
in the comments to decrease and vice versa. Furthermore, the
table displays a weak positive correlation of approximately
0.1133 between “Rating” and “subj-score.” This indicates that
higher ratings are slightly associated with higher subjectivity
scores in the comments. Again, the correlation is relatively
weak, and individual cases may not always follow this pattern.
Lastly, the table reveals a negligible negative correlation of
approximately -0.0227 between “totalwords” and “subj-score”.
This implies a slight tendency for longer comments to have
lower subjectivity scores. The visual representation of the
Pearson correlation heatmap is shown in Fig. 8.

The correlation matrix indicates no substantial linear re-
lationships among the three numerical columns. The coeffi-
cients are all relatively small, signifying weak or negligible
correlations. This suggests that changes in one column do
not consistently result in predictable changes in the other,
indicating a relatively independent nature of these numerical
variables.

3) Frequency Analysis: The frequency analysis is done
for the categorical values. Table IV shows the frequency for
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Fig. 8: Pearson correlation heatmap of TPE dataset for the
numerical columns.

the Sentiment column. Table V shows the frequency for the
sent pretrained column and Table VI shows the frequency for
the subjectivity column.

TABLE IV: Frequency Table for ’Sentiment’

Sentiment Count
positive 1,722,039
neutral 144,505
negative 141,203

TABLE V: Frequency Table for ‘sent pretrained’

sent pretrained Count
positive 1,684,600
neutral 223,442
negative 99,705

TABLE VI: Frequency Table for ‘subjectivity’

subjectivity Count
subjective 1,551,132
objective 456,615

4) ANOVA Test: The ANOVA test compares the means of
two or more groups to determine if there are any significant
differences between them. In the TPE dataset, there is a
categorical column ”Sentiment” representing different groups
and numerical columns “Rating” and “totalwords” that can be
compared among the groups. Table VII shows the ANOVA
test results.

The table presents the results of the ANOVA test for three
numerical variables: “Rating,” “totalwords”, and “subj-score.”
Each row represents a variable, and the columns display the
F-Statistic and P-Value obtained from the ANOVA test. The F-
Statistic measures the variation between group means relative
to the variation within groups. It is used to assess whether
significant differences exist in the means of the numerical

Fig. 9: Frequency plot for sentiment column

Fig. 10: Frequency plot for sentiment pretrained column

variable among the groups. The P-Value indicates the prob-
ability of obtaining the observed F-Statistic, assuming the
null hypothesis is true (i.e., no significant differences between
the group means). A small P-Value (usually less than 0.05)
suggests that the observed differences are unlikely to occur
by chance, leading to the rejection of the null hypothesis.

In this case, for all three variables (Rating, totalwords,
and subj-score), the P-Values are 0.00, indicating significant
differences in the means of these numerical variables among
the groups. Therefore, the null hypothesis is rejected, and it

TABLE VII: ANOVA Test Results

Variable F-Statistic P-Value
Rating 2351757.35 0.00
totalwords 9909.33 0.00
subj-score 10445.69 0.00
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Fig. 11: Frequency plot for subjectivity column

Fig. 12: QQ plot for Rating column

is concluded that the means of the groups are significantly
different.

5) Data Distribution Analysis: The Quantile-Quantile (QQ)
plot is analyzed to depict the current TPE dataset data distri-
bution. A Quantile-Quantile (QQ) plot is a graphical tool used
to assess if a dataset follows a specific theoretical distribution,
such as the normal distribution. The QQ plot compares the
dataset’s quantiles against the theoretical distribution’s quan-
tiles. If the data follows the theoretical distribution, the points
on the QQ plot will lie close to a straight line. Deviations
from the straight line indicate departures from the theoretical
distribution. Fig. 12, Fig. 13, and Fig. 14 show the QQ plots
for the Ratting, totalwords and subjectivity score numerical
columns.

The figures show that the plots deviate from a straight line,
suggesting that the data do not follow a normal distribution.
As the data did not follow a complete normal distribution, non-

Fig. 13: QQ plot for totalwords column

Fig. 14: QQ plot for Subjectivity-score column

parametric tests, namely Mann-Whitney U and Kruskal-Wallis
tests, are executed. The results from the test are discussed as
follows.
Mann-Whitney U test results
Positive vs. Neutral
Mann-Whitney U statistic: 248,843,245,695.0
P-value: 0.0
Positive vs. Negative
Mann-Whitney U statistic: 243,157,072,917.0
P-value: 0.0

The Mann-Whitney U test, or the Wilcoxon rank-sum test,
compares two independent groups. In this case, we have com-
pared the ”Rating” variable for the ”positive” sentiment group
with the ”neutral” sentiment group and with the ”negative”
sentiment group. The test yields two important results: the
Mann-Whitney U statistic and the p-value. The Mann-Whitney
U statistic represents the rank-sum of one group (positive)
relative to the other (neutral or negative) group. It indicates
the sum of ranks assigned to the observations in the positive
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group. The smaller the U statistic, the more likely the two
groups differ significantly. The p-value measures the evidence
against the null hypothesis (the assumption that there is no
difference between the groups). A p-value of 0.0 indicates that
there is extremely strong evidence to reject the null hypothesis
and conclude that there is a significant difference between
the groups’ ratings. In other words, the “positive” sentiment
group has significantly different ratings compared to both the
“neutral” and “negative” sentiment groups.
Kruskal-Wallis test results
Kruskal-Wallis H statistic: 777,617.6570663975
P-value: 0.0

The Kruskal-Wallis test is a non-parametric alternative to
the one-way ANOVA used to compare more than two inde-
pendent groups. In this case, we are comparing the ”Rating”
variable for all three sentiment groups: “positive”, “neutral,”
and “negative”. The test provides the Kruskal-Wallis H statistic
and the p-value. The Kruskal-Wallis H statistic measures the
degree of variation between the groups. The larger the H
statistic, the more evidence suggests that at least one group
differs significantly from the others regarding the “Rating”
variable. The p-value of 0.0 indicates that there is strong
evidence to reject the null hypothesis and conclude that there is
a significant difference between the groups’ ratings. Therefore,
we can infer that the sentiment groups (“positive,” “neutral,”
and “negative”) have significantly different ratings based on
the Kruskal-Wallis test.

G. Dataset labeling and Inter Annotator Agreement

Dataset labeling is a crucial step in any machine learning
task, especially in sentiment analysis where the model’s accu-
racy heavily depends on the quality of the labeled data. In this
study, we labeled the dataset using a team of undergraduate
students trained to identify the sentiment of different aspects
of teacher performance. The labelling was done on a scale of
three classes, namely positive, negative, and neutral, to provide
a comprehensive understanding of the sentiment conveyed in
the dataset.

To ensure the quality of the labeled data, we calculated the
Fleiss’ kappa score, a measure of inter-rater agreement among
multiple annotators. Fleiss’ kappa is a widely used statistical
measure to evaluate the agreement between multiple raters and
has been extensively used in sentiment analysis studies. In our
study, we achieved a Fleiss’ kappa score of over 94%, which
indicates a high level of agreement among the annotators.

Table VIII shows the Fleiss’ kappa score obtained for our
labeled dataset. The table presents the agreement score for
each aspect of teacher performance and the overall agreement
score for the entire dataset. As we can see, the Fleiss’ kappa
score for all aspects is above 0.9, indicating almost perfect
agreement among the annotators. The overall Fleiss’ kappa
score for the dataset is 0.947, considered an excellent level of
agreement.

The high level of agreement among the annotators in
labeling the dataset is a testament to the quality of the labeled
data used in this study. The labeled dataset provides a reliable
and accurate data source for training the ABSA LSTM model,

and we believe that the model’s performance is a direct result
of the quality of the labeled data.

TABLE VIII: Fleiss’ Kappa Score for Labeled Dataset

Aspect Positive Negative Neutral Agreement
Knowledge 0.934 0.932 0.944 0.937
Clarity 0.947 0.936 0.940 0.941
Approachability 0.951 0.946 0.942 0.946
Fairness 0.943 0.942 0.948 0.944
Overall 0.950 0.948 0.951 0.947

H. Data Availability

The dataset is available upon request to the corresponding
author or can be obtained directly from Mendeley Data [30].
We believe this dataset will be valuable for researchers, educa-
tional institutions, and policymakers using sentiment analysis
for teacher performance evaluation. The dataset provides a
more reliable and objective approach to evaluating teacher per-
formance, leading to more informed decisions and improving
the quality of education. Furthermore, we hope this dataset will
encourage further research in the field of sentiment analysis for
teacher performance evaluation and contribute to developing
more accurate and effective evaluation methods.

I. Experimental Setup

The experiments were conducted on a system with a Xeon
processor, 500GB SSD and 512GB of RAM, running Ubuntu
operating system. The hardware specifications of the system
used for experiments are given in Table 1. The software
requirements for running the experiments were Python 3.7,
Keras 2.4.3, TensorFlow 2.3.1 and Pandas 1.0.3. The dataset
was stored on Google Drive and accessed using the PyDrive
library. The experiments were conducted in a Jupyter Note-
book environment. Table IX shows the hardware configuration
utilized in this study.

TABLE IX: Hardware Specifications

Processor Intel Xeon
CPU Cores 24
Clock Speed 2.5 GHz
RAM 512 GB
Storage 500 GB SSD

The hardware used for the experiments provided sufficient
computational power to run the necessary python scripts
efficiently. The system had enough RAM to handle large
datasets and the SSD provided fast read and write speeds,
which helped load the dataset quickly. The processor with
16 cores and a clock speed of 2.5 GHz allowed the model
to train quickly, reducing the overall experiment time. The
Ubuntu operating system was chosen for its stability and ease
of use. The software requirements for running the experiments
were all open-source and readily available for download,
which made it easy to set up the experimental environment.
The Jupyter Notebook environment provided an interactive
and user-friendly interface for running the experiments and
analyzing the results.
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IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS ANALYSIS

The dataset is evaluated with different baseline machine
learning models to check how different baseline models
perform with respect to accuracy and F1 while detecting
fraud reviews. Fifteen models from scikit learn library has
been tested with the dataset. The models are, SVC, Ran-
dom Forest Classifier, Gaussian NB, Bernoulli NB, SGD
Classifier, Perceptron, Ridge Classifier CV, Ridge Classifier,
Linear SVC, Calibrated Classifier CV, Logistic Regression,
Linear Discriminant Analysis, Passive Aggressive Classifier,
Quadratic Discriminant Analysis, and AdaBoost Classifier.
The comparative results are presented in Table X.

The dataset is assessed using various baseline machine
learning models, aiming to analyze the performance of these
models concerning the accuracy and F1-score in the context of
fraud review detection. A comprehensive set of fifteen distinct
models sourced from the scikit-learn library is employed for
experimentation on the given dataset. The roster of models
encompasses Support Vector Classifier (SVC), Random Forest
Classifier, Gaussian Naive Bayes (Gaussian NB), Bernoulli
Naive Bayes (Bernoulli NB), Stochastic Gradient Descent
(SGD) Classifier, Perceptron, Ridge Classifier with Cross-
Validation (Ridge Classifier CV), Ridge Classifier, Linear
Support Vector Classifier (Linear SVC), Calibrated Classifier
with Cross-Validation (Calibrated Classifier CV), Logistic
Regression, Linear Discriminant Analysis, Passive Aggressive
Classifier, Quadratic Discriminant Analysis, and AdaBoost
Classifier.

Through a comprehensive analysis, the performance of these
models is evaluated and compared based on their efficacy in
detecting fraudulent reviews. The evaluation metrics employed
for comparison encompass accuracy and F1-score. The out-
comes of this comparative analysis are succinctly presented in
Table X, providing a consolidated perspective on the relative
capabilities of the diverse baseline machine learning models
in the specific context of fraud review detection.

TABLE X: Comparative results of different baseline models

Model Name Accuracy Balanced
Accuracy F1

Time
Taken
in seconds

SVC 0.9 0.89 0.89 3778.96
Random Forest Classifier 0.96 0.91 0.91 51.57
Gaussian NB 0.95 0.97 0.95 6.68
Bernoulli NB 0.94 0.95 0.94 8.65
SGD Classifier 0.96 0.94 0.96 6.39
Perceptron 0.95 0.91 0.95 6.26
Ridge Classifier CV 0.95 0.9 0.95 9.13
Ridge Classifier 0.95 0.9 0.95 8.32
Linear SVC 0.95 0.9 0.95 248.71
Calibrated Classifier CV 0.95 0.9 0.95 28.87
Logistic Regression 0.94 0.9 0.94 8.72
Linear Discriminant Analysis 0.94 0.89 0.94 9.27
Passive Aggressive Classifier 0.93 0.88 0.93 6.67
Quadratic Discriminant Analysis 0.61 0.76 0.65 7.48
AdaBoost Classifier 0.86 0.68 0.84 118.02

The table provides insights into the accuracy, balanced
accuracy, F1-score, and computational time each model takes.
These metrics serve as crucial indicators to evaluate the
effectiveness of each model in the context of fraud detection.

The models’ accuracy scores range from 0.61 to 0.96,
showcasing a notable variation in their predictive capabilities.

Among the models, the Random Forest Classifier stands
out with a commendable accuracy of 0.96, indicating its
proficiency in correctly classifying fraudulent reviews. The
Gaussian NB and SGD Classifiers follow closely, achieving
an accuracy of 0.95. These high accuracy scores underscore
the models’ adeptness in distinguishing between genuine and
fraudulent reviews, which is imperative in maintaining the
credibility of online platforms.

The balanced accuracy metric is considered to assess the
models’ performance further. This metric accounts for any
class imbalances within the dataset and provides a more
comprehensive understanding of a model’s ability to gener-
alize across classes. Interestingly, while the Random Forest
Classifier continues to excel with a balanced accuracy of
0.91, the Gaussian NB outperforms other models with an
impressive balanced accuracy of 0.97. These results reaffirm
the robustness of Gaussian NB in mitigating class imbalances
and making accurate predictions.

The F1 scores, a harmonic mean of precision and recall, also
offer valuable insights into model performance. Models such
as Random Forest Classifier, Gaussian NB, SGD Classifier,
Perceptron, Ridge Classifier CV, Ridge Classifier, Linear SVC,
and Calibrated Classifier CV demonstrate consistent F1-scores
of 0.91 or 0.95, indicating their balanced precision and recall
in detecting fraudulent reviews.

Computational time is a significant consideration in real-
world applications, as it impacts the efficiency of model
deployment. The models exhibit varying time requirements,
ranging from a few seconds to several minutes. The Quadratic
Discriminant Analysis and AdaBoost Classifier demand rela-
tively longer computation times, with 7.48 and 118.02 seconds,
respectively. Conversely, models like Gaussian NB, Bernoulli
NB, and SGD Classifier exhibit low time requirements, making
them more suitable for applications requiring swift fraud
detection.

The proposed dataset, meticulously compiled and evaluated
with the baseline ML models stands as a testament to its
comprehensiveness and profound significance within the fraud
detection domain, specifically concerning the evaluation of
teachers’ performance. The imperative necessity for such a
dataset becomes conspicuously apparent within the dynami-
cally evolving educational milieu, where the accurate and equi-
table appraisal of teachers’ instructional efficacy holds intrinsic
value. The dataset squarely addresses this exigent requirement
and transcends prevailing benchmarks in the realm of fraud
detection germane to teacher evaluation. The dataset’s adapt-
ability, underscored by the superlative performance exhibited
by sundry baseline models, lucidly underscores its prospective
potential to catalyze a paradigm shift within prevailing fraud
detection paradigms, notably within the intricate milieu of
pedagogic performance assessment, thereby eliciting a trans-
formative effect upon the landscape of educational caliber
assurance.

V. CONCLUSION

This article presented a novel dataset for aspect-based
sentiment analysis for teacher performance evaluation and the
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total process of creating the dataset. Our study highlights
the importance of good datasets for aspect-based sentiment
analysis and the potential of this approach for improving
teaching effectiveness and student outcomes.

This study contributes to the growing body of research
on sentiment analysis and its applications in education. We
hope our findings inspire further research and innovation and
improve teaching effectiveness and student outcomes.
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APPENDIX

Fig. 15: Structure of the initial raw data collected from the university system

Fig. 16: Structure of the final curated TPE datset
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